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Four text passages varying along the dimensiens of the,number of prop-
-

ositions unifying ohe or more text paragraphs 4114 teXtAength, Terne ton
,, , \ e , ', -

t4 4

\. 4 b
\

, struc ed, Su jects were blocked on prior teXt-related.ikhOwledie ang

'1' read one of the four passages., Sorting, verificationandpoittest;#

, tasks were performed. °The-hypothesis that the organizaklayedi:text

information in 'memory is a function .of-the degree of,priketOWledge,
,

the number of/unify* text propositions, and text ,lengt ',w Oen,

support. Reading times and the number of verification task erXors

significantly, differed as a function of the number ofunifying-text

prOppsitions.
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One theoreticalArameworkwithin which the organization of text,

information in memory, bas bein studied is KintsCh!S (1974.; 1976a) theory

I of text meaning. ,AcCording to this theory, each paragraph in a text

passage can be r- resented as a' list of-interrelated proposition In

4

addition, these propositions are assumed to be,organized into a text

structure whiiih- ts hierarchical in nature. Comprehension of the text

pass .:e, in turn, ilypothesized to lead to the acquisition

Ormation which also becOMes hierarchically organizA.

Research on the organiiation

or -nted towards either proiri
e-

(itntsch & Re an, 1974;,Kintsh','

of teXt

of text informat in memory has been

supporefor this hierarchical model

450.zininsky, Streby, MCK15n, & Keenan,

1975; McKdon, 07) or exploring the effects of roils text structure

rALactors4uch as the num$br of text P'rovositions Kin.t,sa, (5 Oehan, 1974),
e, e.-.). - '' '

.

. the number of word concepts (KintsclAt al 19 5 !;teXt,;-1ength OCKoon,'

1977), and the height of).SPecifl 1 text inforMaidn in'thte text

1\

(McKcion, 19, 7_4 Meyer, 1975). Although it, has been hoW,-i th4

;

prior influences what is learned, froM:- extual

structure

learner's-

materlalf(e.t., Lewis, No, ; MaYer,.Stiehl, & Greeno, 1974, the,
; . .

-- ',. ;s'
. re pah1vbetween this'learnervariable and: the memor4al organization

, ... , , .
,. ,

.

ic-,;;0(°teXet information basinot been'investigatecr, .).

'4'.-
;1
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ThreerFesticons.arej, therefore, addreleedis study in an attempt

to explore that relationship: First, to what degree is the memorial orga-
t "

nization of text information a function of a learner's prior text-related.
;

knowledge ?, Second, assuming that organization to be hierarchical, is the

degree to which it4.s;,iii ardhical a function of such prior knowledge?
(

Third, do any char cte iStic\s of the text-structure affect 0,i..degree of

A....memorial organization?. . , or

.

These questions are considered within an'extension of Kintsch's

theory. While it is assumed that the text information in memory-is hier-

archically organized, It is also hypothesized that this organization:occurs

as.,a result of hierarchically orderingrdering propositions which Unify one Or more

/, of the different text paragraphs. These piopositions are assumed to be

either constructed by the reader or identified within the paragraphs

dieMscilves. Fuithetmore, the hierarchs al ordering of theniropositions:
/ C

is considered to be a function of the degree of pafSgr4ph commonality:

the greater the number of paragraphs that a proposition links together
Nh

(4Lfies), theMote_puperordinate that proposition shOuld be in the pro-

positional hierarchy:

This theoretical hypothesis concerning the Constructs n of a hier

arch'Ial organization of text memory, along with the reported findings

(

that a learner's prior knowledge significantly influencer the acquisition

of information from text (Lewis, Note 1; Mayer% Stiehl, & Greeno, 1975),

4

suggests that bbth the degree of memorial Organization and the degree of

\

hierarchical organization shpuld be a -function of the'degiee of prior text-

related knowledge and the number ofd unifying text proporitionS. If this

is true, then, given a fixed numbet Ofunifying propositi'ons in a
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passage, the greater the degiee of prior, nowiedge, the mote highly

organized and structured-the text information should be in memory (a

indicated by a hierarchical clustering analysis). Also, given a fixe

level of prior knowledge, the greater the number of unifying propositiO
.,.

fn a passage, the higher the degree of text organization.' In addition to

this theoretical'hypothesis, the 41a played by the unifying propositions

,

in the acquisition and orgabization of the text information'is explored.

in the context of the following experimental predictions:

(a) The greater they number'of unifying text-propositions, the longet'tte,

reading time (cf. Kintsch & Keenan, }.974) and the-greater the nembet of

errors when subjects are given a verification task consisting of sentenc s

similar to the unifying prbpositions. A

.(b) If the number of unifying propositions influences the degr e of text

organization 'and the degree of organization is related to; the degree4of
,

meaningful learning (Ausubel & Robinson, 1969), then the'greater ale,number

of unifying, text propositions, the higher the.score-on a posttegt conalsting

fist 4of questions based on th' text information:,
e

(c) Assuming that the nuFbai.of unifying propositi9ns is'hald cons

longer the text pissage, the higher the degree of text 6;ganizatio
.

t.

'Vt
McKoon, 1977).

The ptesepit experiment was designed to test, all

\\,Method

of the

cOne

mental Materials

,

these pre4cii0na.

extbases-Consisting 'of lists of prOpOsitiOhs-comprising therneying!/..

xt (Kintsch, 1976b)..Ware separately constructed fot each:'..pf § j
.. ,

.

k I.

n the area of operant conditioning. The concepts 1.iefe O4tant:, -

-..



response, .pperant level Tres
4

nse strength, learning,

continuousAIIS orcement shaping, extinction., and

Concepts 1ro0 the area ,of operant conditioning, were

conceptseponcts (definitions, prose
v \

the text basel.

The different subject Mlfter characterizations

Prior Knowledge
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positive.reinTory,

resistance to extinction.

chosen because there`

extyp a substantial base of subject matter characterizations ofihese;,-

description, , exa plls) from whic: to'X

conditioning textbook ,.and' blications (e.g., Dee
-,

-..
, . , ", .,rv;:

, 1 .64), The,relationshIOS ._'underlying each of the 9

' 's ../'. ,

"4.

from tbe-samP4ed mater4,alA antj assembled into:the hex

. i

varied in length froM; to 30
a
propositions. Affer

(

were sa fraM operant

, 1471 geese,

we e thezi identified

pros descriPtiPns of the concepts

the

,

were generated-by translating t

ayes

were otistrAttt ed,

prop-

osjtions in the'baS1 into sent In,this'way,,..ihe specific infOrMation

,contained within ther.tzt passages was cow'

Four different. Next

passage consisted of the

,
pa4agewere writtenlfrom the

prowe'dcscriptions of the concepts,
4,

introducto and summary p afagraphs, and traFfoition sentences chnnecting the

4 paragraphs. The additional stntences'embodied propositions that,fwere

it for.

text bases. One

together with

\tended to give the text
,

a unifying hierarc' cal structure. These Sentences

contained, for example, information about

`o

of behavioral psychology",` the task of the

role of different conditions of,practice.

,the goals

beftvioral

of psychology,,the 4ture

psychologist, and the.

Thtitpassage will be called the

(unified, long) passage. .:,This passage wab,p6pposed of 18'par graphs and

2161 words.

passage

words:

rjj

A second.pa sage (non-unified, long) consisted of the first'

.r
minus the additional'senfences. It had 1 paragraphs and 1446

A third passage (unified, short) consisted of the rat passage



minus propositions in the text dealing

response strength, positive reinforcer,

and'1613 words. The same propositions

long) passage, thus giving rise to the

That passage consisted of 9 paragraphs

Prior Kno*ledge
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with tpe concepbt of operant response,

and shnping. It had 15 paragraphs
. ,

were also deleted from the (non-unified,

fourth (non-unified, short) passage.

and 906 words.

A pretest and a posttest were also constructed in order to assess a

subject's knoWledge of the concepts prior to, and after, the presentation

of the text passage. Both tests consisted of concept identification and

multiple choice que'tions. The concept identification questions consisted

of hypothetical behavioral situations. For each situation, subjects were

asked to identify and analyze as many of the events and items as they could

in terms of the 9 operant conditioning concepts. In the multiple choice

questions,- subjects had to state what would happen if a factor in a hypoth-

etical behavioral situation changed, or draw a conclusidn aboot a, relatpn-', .

ship that exists within, such a situation. 4heee were two multiple choice

and three concept identification questions on the pretest. These, same

)

'questions wereon the posttest, ,along withltiwo new multiple choice and'
f-

three new concept identification questions.

Procedure

Each of the text passages was presented to a different treatment group.

Prior to reading the passages, however, the subjects were given the pretest.

Then, based upon the pretest score, each subject was assigned to either a

low, medium, or high block within one of the treatment grAps. The assignment

to the treatment groups was random. The low, mediUni, and high blocks were

determined.byyartitioning the computed difference between the lowest and
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highest pretestscass of all the subjects into three divisions. Vence,

a randomized bloCkdesignwas used, whe;e the blocked factor was the pretest

score group, and the Other two factors were text structure (unified, non-

unified) and text length '(short, long).

Ekh subject read the treatment passages at his own rate of speed and

ti

recorded thetimes at which reading began and ended. After reading the

,passage, each subject was given several tasks to do'. First, subjects in

each. treatment group perforted a sorting task on the propositions in the

passage they had read. That is, given sheets of paper with the pasOage

paragraphs numbered on them and arranged in randoth order, they were asked

to .sort the paragraphs into groups such that all the paragraphs in one

group "go best together" (Kintsch, 19,76a), Second, the subjects were given'

a ten sentence verification task. They were asked to identify whe%the or

not they had read each sentence before exactly as it was written. me of

the sentences in this task were m9difications of sentences that embo

the'unifying propositions, while the rest of the sentences were taken

verbatim from the text passages. Third, the subjects completed the posttest.
4

Lastly, the subjects were given ten sentences. These sentences were generated

from propositions which were either the same or slightly different from

. those in the text bases. The differences were created bi either negating

a relationship in a proposition or by taking a relationship from one prop-

osition and placing it in another 94. The subjects had to identify each

of the ten sentences as being true or false.

Scoring and Dependent Measures

All of the veridiCal tasks were blindly scored: The dependent reasures

for the verification and true-false tasks were the number Of correct responses.
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The dependent meSsvre for, both the pretest and the posttest was the total

number of points awarded on the test. Either 0 or a full 10 points was

awed for the answer to a multiple choice question. 'The number of

points awarded for an answer to a concept identification question varied

from 15 to 30 points, depending upon th4 numberof concepts that were

present in that question. In order to judge these questions, sample

answers were first written out. Points were then assigned based 9pon the

' degree to which the answers corres onded to the sample answers. Five points

were given if a concept was correctly identified in a question, while twn

and one-half points were given if the concept name was identified, but not

the event or item corresponding to it.

Subjects

There were 58 subjects. All were enrolled in an introductory educational

psychology course at Michigan State University and Were awarSded points toward

their grade for participating.' Fifteen subjects received thev(unified, short)

and the (non-unified, short) passages, while there Were 14 subjects in each

of the other two treatment groups.

Results

Two different sets of analyses were performed on the experimental data.

Hierarchical clustering analyses were carried out for the sorting task data.

Alalypes of"variance were conducted for the dependent variables of reading

time, the number of correct responses on the verification and true-false

tasks,,and the number of points on the posttest. The three independent

variables that were considered in these statisticar analyses were pretest

score block (low, medium, high), text structure (unified, non-unified), .

and text length (short, long).

10
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Hierarchical Clustering Analyses

Hierarchical clustering analyses were carried out in'order to assess

the degree of organization and structure ofthe text information ,(Fillenbaum4

E. Rapaport, 1971; Kintsch, 1976a; Miller, 1969). First, frequency cooccurrence

matrices ere constructed from the sorting task data for each pretest score
,

block within each treatment group. The rows and columns of these matrices

are the numbers of the paragraphs in the text passage that were read. Each

cell in a matrix indicates the number of times that two paragraphs were
.0

sorted together by, the subjects in the block. The. hierarchical clustering

analyses were then carried out-on these cooccurrenv matrices using a hiee

archical clustering program, LAWS (Michigan State University, Note The

degree of organization of the text'information inferred from the number

of higher -order major cluster groupings and higher-order connections between

4

the clustets. The greater the number Of such groupiggs and connections,

the more highly organized and structured the information was assumed

to be.
Sr

,

For each of the twb treatment' groups receiving the unified text passages,

the fallowing trend was observed: as-the degree of prior knowledge increased,

so did the number of major clusters and intercluster connections,. i.e.,

the more highly organized the text inforiation appeared to be. For example,

only two major cluster groupings were seen for the subjects who received the

unified, long) passage and had low pretest scores (Figure 1), while three

and four major cluster' groupings were seen,respectively, fot the subjects

receiyinN4 Same passage who had middle and high pretest scores (Figures 2,

3). In addition, the greater the degree of'prior knowledge, the'more.hier-

areacal the cluster analysis appeared to be.
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Insert Figure 1 about here

Insert Figure 2 about here

Insert Figure 3 about here

' A similar trend was not seen for the'treataient groups reeiving,the

non-unified passages. In that case, the degree of organization appeared to

be about the same.for each pretest score block receiving the same passage.

An example of this-trend can be seen by looking at Figures 4 and 5. Figure

4 depicts the organization of the(non-unified, long) text by the low pretest

score group, while figure 5 shows the organization of the same text by the

high group.

1.

Insert Figure 4 about here

Insert Figure 5 about here
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.

'1416th Clustering analysts appear to have three major groupings. Also,
4

'1
there does not appear to be any marked difference in the degree to which

4
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these two clusterings are hierarchical orrin the.number of inter-cluster

connections that are present in each analysis. The most noticeable change

seems to be in the composition of the central cluster of these two figures.

In the central cluster of the low group (Figure 4), the two paragraphs

involving' definitions of learning: (paragraphs 5 and 6) are related, as are

the paragraphs involving definitions of learning and the results of learning

(7 and 8). Then paragraphinvolving shaping (10) is hierarchically added

to the 4 paragraphs involving learning and the paragraph involving a positive

reinforcer (9) is then also added to this cluster. In the central cluster

ok f the high group (Figure 5), however, all of the paragraphs involving

i
learning (5,6,7) are initially clustered together. Then paragraphs

relating to the results of learning (8) and shaping (10) are added to \che

cluster. In this analysis, the paragraph relating to a. positive reinforcer

(9) was part of a cluster relating to extinction (paragraphs 11 and 12),

rather than to'learning.

A comparison between the clustering analyses of the four treatment

groups also revealed mixed findings concerning the degree of organization

when both the degree of prior knowledge and text length were fixed. The

clustering analyses for subjects with high pretest scores who received the

unified passages appeared to have a greater number of major clusters an0.-

inter-cluster connections than the clusterings of high pretest scoring

subjects receiving the non-unified passages. On the contrary, hoWever, the

clusterings orlow and middle pretest scoring subjects receiving the non-

unified passages appeared to have a greater degree of organization,

13
*a.
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respectively than the clusterings of the low and middle pretest-scoring-

subjects who received the unified passages. Examples of these results

can be seen by comparing figures 3 and 5, and figures 1 and 4, respectively.

Lastly, when text structure wag-held constant, the groups receiving

the longer passages had more clusters and inter-cluster connections than

the groups receiving the shorter passages.

Analyses of Variance

Reading times

The reading times for the groups receiving the unified text.passages

were significantly higher than the times for the groups receiving the

non-unified passages, F (1, 57) = 9.949, p4C.003. There were no signif-
__

*icant.reading time differences between the groups with respect to text

length, F (1, 57) < 1.

Verification task scores

Subjects receiving the non-unified passages had a significantly higher

number of correct respon6es on this task than subjects reading the unified

passages, F (1, 56) = 18.220, p < .001.

Posttest scores

The posttest scores differed significantly with respect to the blocked

factor, pretest score, Fr(2, 56) = 6.341, 2_4,004. Collapsing over the
't

treatment groups, subjects in both the high and medium groups performed

significantly better on the posttest than subjects in-the low group, t (46) =

3.385, 2.< .001 and t (46) = 2.780, 114:.008, respectively. The scores of

subjects in the medium group did not differ significantly from those in the

. _

high group. Neither text structure nor_text length was a significant variable

with-respect to posttest score.
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True-false task scores,
///

No significant differences were.found with respect to text structure

Or text length on this task. There was, however, a significant interaction

---
between text structure and text length, F11.(1, 57) = 5.970, Pit .018. Sub-

jects receiving the short ,non-unified passage scored highethan those

receiving the short unified passage, while those receiving the long unified

passage scored higher than subjects receiving the long non-unified passage.

r.

Discussion

This study examined the effects of the variables of prior text-related

knowledge and text structure on the organization of text information in

memory. Assuming a hierarchical clustering analysis to be an accurate

A

reflection of that organization, support was found for the hypothesis that

the degree of memorial organization was i function of both'variables. The

relationship, however, between these variables and the degree of organization

was complex.

Two different kinds of interaction effects were seen,between these

variables and the degree of organi ion. First, as predicted, the degree

of (hierarchical) orga zation was found to be directly related .to the

degree of prior text-related knowledge when the text structure contained

a fixed number of unifying propositions. This finding did- not hold, hew-

ever, when those proposions were absent from the passage. In that case,

only slight differences in the organization of text information' were teen

1

as a function of the degree of prior knowledge.

The -second interaction effect appeared when the degree of prior knowledge

was fixed. Unequivocal support was not found for the hypothesis that the

degfee of text organization was directly related to the number of unifying
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text propositions. While this was seen for subjects with a high level

of prior knowledge, it was not seen for subjects with lower levels` of

initial knowledge. In that case, the degilbe of orgahization for subjects

a

who read passages witout the unifying propositions was greater than for

those who read passages which contained those propositions.
,

A possible explanation for both of these interactionseffects could be

that the unifying propositions, rather than facilitating the organization

of text information for students with a relatively low degree of prior

knowledge, actually interfered with the organization process. Because

these propositions introduced additional knowledge the text, stlidects

ilfwould have had to make sense out of that knowledge b relating it to all,

of the other propositions that were being processed in reading the passage.

Subjects who had relatively little knowledge to begin with could have been

hampered by the presence of these additional propositions. Subjects who

already had a high level of initial knowledge, however, could have ignored

that information or u ed it as cueing infogmation while processing the

other knowledge being presented.

The study also supported two of the three experimental predictions

concerning the influence of the unifying propositions on the acquisition

and organization of text information. Readingrtimes were directly propor-

tional to the number of unifying propositions in the text. Subjects

receiving passages with unifying propositions did make more errors than subjects

receiving passages without such sentences. Also,'the degree of text orga-

nization was higher for subjects receiving a long text,than for those

receiving a short text, regardless of the text structu4e. The predictions

regarding the posttest and true-false tasks wt4not supported. Neither

I6
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,

of these scores differed significantly between the text structure treat-

ment groups,.

The finding about reading time replicates Kintsch and Keenan's (1974)

result. As the number(of propositions increases, so does the amount of

informaticin to be prbcessed and the time needed for processing. The results

of the verification task seem to indicate that, when unifying propositions were

present,, they were processed and organized in memory. They were not

remembered verbatim, but Could have been Used as anchors around which to

organize the otner knowledge that was presented. The fact that text length

affected the degree of organization appears to be due primarily to the

inclusion in the clustering analyses of the introActoryiliand summary para-

graphs. These two paragraphs themselves were part of a cluster. Lastly,

the lack of significance with respect to the posttest and true-false scores

may have been due to the nature of the test questions. These questions may

only have tapped knowledge based on information present within both kinds

of text passages. If this was the case, then it is not surprising that no

performance differences were found. It is unclear why the interaction effect

was found in the true-false task. It is difficult to explain why groups

receiving texts differing in both' text structure and text length should have

performed equally well on the task.

There are three methodological issues that occur in connection with this

study that deserve further examination. First, it is assumed that the degree

of memorial organization can be inferred from the number of major clusters

and inter-cluster connections in a hierarchical clustering analysis. While

this assumption seems reasonable, its validity still needs to-be supported

by empirical data. One experiment that could be performed would be to show

17
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subjects who have mastere the conceptS presented in.this study (e.g.,
'1

subjects with a ,high.degree of knowledge as evidenced on,a test like the
'

pretest) pairs of4different hiqrarchical clusterings of the concepts. Thr.'

#

subjects would be asked to rate'the degree of similarity of organization of

each pair or io indicate the member of eacl% pair that has a greater degree

of organization. In this\my, the dimensions which are used in determining

egree of okganization-could be empirically evaluated.

related methodological question has to,do with the degree of generAity

of the experimental results. Areihey domain-specific? That is, can similar
)

,conclmp ions aboUt the relationships between prior knowledge, text structure

andimemOrial organization be reached When the concepts are, say in the area

of poetry? Repeating this study using a different set of concepts would

help address this question.

The third issue concerns the relationship between membrial.oraniztion
/..

' and text structure., To what degree are the organizationt depicted in the

hierarchical clusterings a function of the text structure andto what degree

are they a function of an existing organization of conceptdhl knowledge in

.

memory? An answer to this question would help to separate out the contri-

butions of the text structure and. prior knowledge to the memorial organization 4

seen after 'reading. While it is likely that the text structure plays a greater

role for learners with .a low degree of prior knowledge and the memorial organ-

izatioq of prior knowledge plays a greater role for learners; with a higher

degree of prior knowledge, an.analysis of these factors still needs to be mad

and'empirically supported. way that this could be done would be to gather

data on the memorial organization of the experimental concepts both before and

after reading theltext. A sorting task could be used both times': Instead of
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sorting paragraphs, however, subjectg:might be asked to group the &kept

4-
-,

words the basis of their similarity of Meaning.
,

4

.g..

EdUca ionallI,!mplications

\ilerhaps the major implication of the interactidffects reported in

the study is that the degree to which organizers such'as the uaifying

prop sitionsAliyich were resent in'the text passages can aid the process

:c) pf t t organization be a function of a learner's degree of prior

re ted knowledge. Prini knowledgappeaes to help the organizational

p ocess along,'\but ita riot be necessary if all'the information that is

neededJor text compreension and organization is present in the text in

hly organized and structured form. 4

i. .

Constructing and comparing' of a learner's knowledge (using a

C
sorting task similar eb the one used in the study) with that di the text

4

information (as represented in the text structure) may be a useful way of

diagnosing the specific concept groupings and link's between the groupings

that are missing in the learner's cognitive structure. With this information,

the teacher could be directed to the specific knowledge that the student

must learn.

15
r
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. The hierarchical clustering analysis for subjects with

low pretest scores receiving the (unified, long) paSsage.

Figure 2. The hierarchical clustering analysis air subjects.with

middle range pretest scores receiving the .(unified, long) passage.

Figure 3. The hierarchi dal clustering analysis for subjects with
\x.

high pretest scores receiving the (unified, long) passage.

Figure 4. The hierarchical clustering analysis for subjects with

low pretest scores receiving the (non-unified, long) passage.

Figure 5 The hierarchical clustering analysid for subjects with

high pretest scores receiving the (non-unified, long) passage.
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Paragraph 16 describes extinction.

Paragraph 17 describes resistance to extinction

Paragraph 15 describes shaping

Paragraph 14 describes a positive ,reinforcer and continuous reinforcement

Paragraphs 11,9,10 characterize learning

Paragraph 12' describes the result of learning

Paragraph 13 characterizes conditions of practice

Paragraphs 7,8,5 characterize response strength

Paragraph 4 describes an operant response

Paragraphs 18,3,2,1,6 characterize behavioral psychology
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Paragraphs 18,6,1,2,3 characterize behivioral psychology

Paragraphs' 1,8,5 characterize respOnse strength

Paragraph 12 describes the result of learning

Paragraph 4 descris an operant response

Paragraph 17 describes resistance to extinctioni

Paragraph 16 describes extinction

Paragraph 15 describes shaping

Paragraph 14 describes a postiive reinforcer and continuous reinforcement

Paragraphs 9,11,10 characterize learning

Paragraph 13 characterizes conditions of practice
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Paragraph 16 describes extinction

Paragraph 17 'describes resistance to extinction

Paragraph 14 describes a positive reinforcer frild continuous reinforcement

Paragraph 15 describes shaping

Paragraphs 7,5,8 characterize response strength

Paragraph 4 describes an operant response

Paragraphs 10,11,9 characterize learning

Paragraph 12 describes the result of learning'

Paragraph 13 characterizes conditions of practice

Paragraphs 1,18,2,6,3 characterize behavioral psychology
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Paragraphs 2,1 describe an operant response
Paragraphs 4,3 describe response strength
Patagraphs 5,6,7 characterize learning
Paragraph 8 describes the result of learnipg
Paragraph 9 describes a positive reinforcer and continuous reinforcement-
Paragraph 10 describes shaping
Paragraph 11 describes extinction
Paragraph 12 describes resistance to extinction
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Paragraphs 2,1 describe an operant response
Paragraphs 4,3 describe response strength
Paragraphs 7,5,6 characterize learning
Paragraph 8 describes the result of learning

Paragraph 10 describes shapiu
Paragraph 9 describes a posilive reinforcer and continuous reinforcement

Paragraph11 describes extinction
Paragraph 12 describes resistance to extinction
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